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INTRODUCING IETA INSIGHTS. IN THE
WAKE OF THE PARIS AGREEMENT, IT’S
AN IMPORTANT TIME IN CLIMATE POLICY.
GOVERNMENTS ARE RAMPING UP PLANS TO
HELP MEET THE OVERARCHING GOAL OF NETZERO CARBON EMISSIONS BY THE SECOND
HALF OF THIS CENTURY. THEY HAVE AT THEIR
DISPOSAL A WIDE VARIETY OF REGULATORY
MEASURES TO CHOOSE FROM TO MEET THEIR
PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES.
IETA was founded to support the

publication will become a guidebook to

That’s why climate change requires a

development of carbon pricing

the future for market practitioners and

“stock solution”. You can think about

mechanisms that are, we believe, most

policymakers alike.

it as akin to data storage on your smart

appropriate to most market-based

phone. It has an upper limit. If your

economies. Our members, drawn from

While IETA Insights will explore a variety

stock of data runs out, you will lose the

among the largest businesses in the

of carbon pricing solutions, we will be

ability to use the phone’s features –

world, share the vision that putting a

forthright in stating our preferences. We

unless you can delete your old photos

price on carbon and allowing the market

believe markets will do a better job of

and emails to open up new capacity.

to decide where and how emissions are

pricing carbon than other policies. This

reduced is the most effective way to

belief is rooted in our understanding of the

The atmosphere has a finite limit on

achieve the Paris goals.

climate problem – and in how business

how much carbon it can store without

works in the 21st Century.

heating global temperatures above

Advancing this vision will be the mission
This first edition includes assessments of

over half of our storage space. So we

Through it, we will aim to –

market-related issues in North America and

need to price the remaining amounts

• Expand the understanding of the value

Europe. It also offers IETA’s current views

of storage to ensure that we stay

on carbon trading and taxes.

within the atmosphere’s limit. For

of carbon pricing;
• Explore new horizons in use of innovative
policies; and
• Chart progress, address challenges

2

2°C – and we’ve already used up

of our new quarterly, IETA Insights.

THE BUSINESS CASE FOR
CARBON TRADING

and identify opportunities for future

The climate problem is often referenced

growth of market solutions.

as a “stock problem” – one of the build-up

climate, our storage options are either
in the atmosphere – or “deletions” will be
needed through forest or underground
storage sites.

of stocks in the atmosphere over time, as

Sometimes in the shorthand of calls for

The climate change journey is a

more emissions increase concentrations to

“carbon pricing”, we can be misunderstood

long one for business. We hope this

risky levels.

to infer that the carbon stock is irrelevant,

matters. That’s a bit misguided: it’s

CREATING A REWARDS
SYSTEM

the big reduction that matters, not

Perhaps it is human nature, but

the size of the price.

businesses and kindergarteners both

and that high prices are what

respond well to a rewards system.

A BUSINESS
CASE FOR
CARBON MARKETS

A carbon trading system actively
rewards those firms that are able to
reduce their carbon footprint. Surplus

Market-based economies have

permits can be sold to plants that are

shown themselves to be adept at

higher up the abatement cost curve. As

organising the deployment of scarce

the supply of permits must diminish over

resources in an efficient manner.
If we acknowledge that policy should

time, the price rises and renders more
expensive reductions achievable. In
contrast, a carbon tax does not necessarily

limit the volume of greenhouse

rise to levels that make more costly

gases to a finite amount, then a

reductions financially viable.

market system will allocate those
remaining emissions to the most
efficient uses.
Emissions trading allows market

We think that the flexibility inherent
in carbon markets is best-suited to
market-based economies: the architects
of a system can align it with the
environmental goal, yet preserve the

forces to price each tonne of

choice for participating companies to

greenhouses gas used. This approach

carry out reductions in their own portfolio,

enables participants to find the

or pay others to carry out cheaper

cheapest source of reduction, and the

abatement.

market will price it according to the
prevailing demand in the system;
for example, switching from coal to

By putting the onus squarely on private
companies to achieve the overall goal
via a cap-and-trade system, economies

natural gas in power generation. As

can decarbonise at the lowest cost and

demand grows and supply tightens,

allow the innovations the future needs

a higher price will form to drive

to flourish.

switches from gas to renewable
electricity, and eventually to carbon
storage solutions. The market will
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Simply put, we believe emissions trading
is the right tool for the job of climate
protection. We look forward to exploring this

guide corporate strategy as businesses

exciting field of carbon pricing and climate

make the most efficient choices for

innovation with you in the coming months

their needs.

and years.

Part of the business appeal of
emissions trading, or cap and trade,
is this technology-neutrality.
Government officials do not tell
companies what to do. Companies
are given the freedom to choose their
preferred solutions.

SIMPLY PUT, WE
BELIEVE EMISSIONS
TRADING IS THE RIGHT
TOOL FOR THE JOB OF
CLIMATE PROTECTION
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